Introduction
Magnetic recurding heads may preacnt asymmetric write characteristics acruss thc track width. depending on their construction orland the system operation. As pointed out in [I] . side writing bccomcs asymnictric and cdgc crasc bands worscn in hsrd disk drive5 whcn bits arc written with B skew angle. In guardband-less helical scan tape systems. recording i s performed with an azimuth angle that can he as large as 2 Y . In such cases, the gap edges of the recording heads are not symmetrical with respect to the head running direction and present asymmetric ticld gradients.
lcadiig to asymmetric sidc writing. I n this paper, we investigate the side writing asymmetry of Helical Scan Silicon (HSS) heads and introduce B protiling method for studying the write process iicross the trnck width. The method is suited for analwinz the lrineine field at each edee ofthe head as func~ion d t h e write current and . 1
I _
wavelength. Typical of current HSS heads produccd by Alditcch i s thc pcrfcct alignrncnt of the magnetic poles. In early stage prototypes.
however. the pole alignment is good at one gap side while it is poorer ill the opposite side. We analyze here an early stage prototype with 3.3 pm pole width and 0.1 I pm gap length, particularly misaligned at one side (Fig. I ).
Fie. I. Maenetic voles or the HSS vrototw.
Methoddoqv and Results
The method we present iiivolver writing a track deeply embedded into the recording medium hy means of a high current comhined with a long wavelength. The cmkddcd tuck i s then overwritten using B sliorter recording wavelength. The overwriting track and the residue of the embedded track are pnifiled together in one scan to avoid introducing offsets ktwcen their output profiles by two consecutive passes. The resulting profiles contain enhanced information about write and erase pertornlances of the head in cross-track direction. Overwrite profiles measured with MP t ; p (6= 300 nm) and very thin M E tape (S= SO nm) are shown in Fig. 2 . The tapes have the same coercivity H, = 13s kNm. The emhedded track is written tit 2.73 ~m wavelength with an 80 *,,xcurrent. The wavelength of the overwriting track is 0.5 pm, An offset between the profiles of the overwriting track and ofthe residual track i s visihle at low overwrite current (I,,,,, = IO mA,J which could be explained hy asymmetric side writing of the recording head. This hypothesis is supported hy the MPM image in Fig. 3 . At higher overwrite current (I,,,,, = 30 mA,,) . the profile of the residual track becomes distortcd showing that one edge of the embedded track is better eraxd than the other. In the cnse of MP tape. residual signal is lcft dceply emkddcd iiito the medium across the complete track width but also close to the s u r k e at onc cdgc, which is just weakly erased. With the much thinner ME tape. the embedded track is efficiently erased in depth and width except the hard-to-erase edge, as also shown by the MFM image in Fig. 3 . Analysis of the MFM image by FFT processing indicater that the residual inform:ition is concentrated in the bard-to-erase edge. The nverwrite current has to bc higher than douhlc for symnletcicolly erasing both edgcs ofthe emkdded track. The hard-k-erase cdgc correspond.; 10 the side of thc hcad with it poor polc d i g n~~i t .
If the pole alignment i s poor, write fields are not well confined in the gap region and side writing is strong. The side written infoniiation it1 the corresponding edge o f the embedded track ic difficult to he erascd at moderate currents. Neverthelcss, at the other edge. the eritsure is ulmost its efficient as in the track center. This proofs that the good pole alignment reduces side writing ill t l l i~ edge of the embedded track, due to much locslized side fringing field. The well luc;dkd side field is ? suitcd to niinimize edge effectr such as side erasure. 
